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The World Court & The Legality of Use of Nuclear Weapons

In November, the International Court of Jnstice in
the Hague, a.k.a., the World Court, heard two dozen
States plead on the question posed by the General As-
sembly of the United Nations:

“Is the threat or use of nuclear weapons in any cir-
cumstance permitted under international law?”

A1though only States can plead before the World
Court, FAS played a most effective role in shaping pub-
lic and Court opinion.

The FAS Council, backed by a dozen FAS experts,

aPP~v~ a “hlaratory Ropasitims”, designed by FAS
Hldent Stone, that embodied a practical and effective
outcome the Court could, if it wished, reach. This prop-
osition concludes that “first-rise” of nuclear weapons is
unlatiul.

States Pleading Were Confused

By contrast, the various States pleading were, in-
stmd, divided into two polarized camps: one urging tbe
Court to avoid the issue on technical or jurisdictional
grounds and the other--backed by the NGO “World
Court Project”- urging the Court to conclude that even
the threat of ~second-strike”) retahatory use of nuclear
weapons was banned.

The FAS Executive Committee approved an “amicus
brie~ containing the idea, and sent it to the Court; to be
sure it registered with the Court, Stone pubiished the
gist of the amicus brief, on the second day of the Court’s
proceedings, in a newspaper that is widely read by the
fonrteen Judges, the International Herald Tribune. (See
page 3 for the text.)

New Legal Argument Invented

On return from the HaWe, where he spent a few days
urging this view on the interested community of NGOS,
and others, Stone invented a legal argument in which an
obscure nuclear doctrine (the” negative security assur-
ance”) could be used by the Court to declare the Declar-
atory Proposition to be” Customary Law”. This argu-
ment was seen by the press to be sufficiently important

that the Interaatioml Herald Tribune printed it, as well;
it appeared in the last week of the pleadings. (See page
4 for the text).

Leading international lawyers (such as Burns
Weston of the University of Iowa and K]chard Falk of
Princeton University) consider this novel argument, that
first-use of nuclear weapons is already banned under
customary law, to be a real contribution to the debate
and are prepared to work with FAS to develop it in the
professional hterature.

Stone prepared a number of other op-eds, some of
wh]ch are published or excerpted in this newsletter,
seeking to draw the Court’s attention to various aspects
of the case which, under the circumstances, none of the
States pleading were likely to point out. One urged the
Court to use ik Statute 50 to bring in more expeti infor-
mation (See page 5). Others provided background on
the strategic issues (See pages 6,7, 8).

Declarato~ Proposition Wide~ Supported

Dnring this very intense month in which Stone visited
the Hague twice, and consulted widely with relevant
experts, Stone received endorsements of the Declaratory
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Proposition from the FAS Crnmcii and such FAS experts
snrdkey officials as (with former titles): Secretary of the
Smithsonian Robert Adams & Editor of the Bulletin of
theAtomic Scientists Ruth Adamy Nobel Laureate aRd
head of the Theoretical Division at Los Alamos HaRs
Bethe; Author Ann Druyan; Nobel Laureate and head
of the Atomic Energy Commission Glemr Seabor~ Pres-
ident of Cahfornia Institute of Technology Mafin
Goldberge~ Deputy National Security Advisor to Pres-
ident Kemedy Carl Gysew award winning mtrophysi-
cist Richard Mullen World Federalist President
Charles Pric~ Assistant Director for National Security
fin the White House OSTP) Frank vms Hippefi and Am-
bassador to the Comprehensive Test Ban Talks Herbert
F. York.

Legal Experts Supported FAS Approach

Speciahsts in arms control and international law
such as buis Sohn and former ACDA Director Paul C.
Wade provided specific advice and encmrragement--
as well as the &o international lawyers mentioned
above whose support was all the more meaningful since
they were intellectual leaders of the World Court Pro-
ject with its own, different, point of view. (Only one
expert consulted, the distinguished physicist Richard
Gati, saw alleged flaws in the approach; for his view
see page 11.)

The Court is expected to announce its decision in
January or February. Whether the FAS approach of
seekksg to ban first-use rather than even threats of re-
hfiatory use, will find favor is, of course, unknown and
unknowable.

This issue of the Iegfllty of use of nuclear weapons is,
of course, a fmsdamental issue for FAS. Our cmrsensual
view of the situation, and our willingness to join behind
the common-sense approach embodied in the FAS De-
claratory Proposition, made it possible for FAS to
champion an approach that would not, in the alterna-
tive, have been pubhcly presented as a Court option. So
something important happened here. And we hope FAS
members are content with it.

The FAS Executive Committee
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When Nuclear Weapons Are Summoned Into Court
(Summary of the Amicus Brie9

In the present era, can the use of nuclear weapons be
declared illegal? The International Court of Justice this
week entertains an application from the General Assembly
of the United Nations to provide an advisory opinion on
this issue,

The smart money assumes that the World Court will
find a technical or jurisdctimral way to avoid the question
entirely.

Those urging the court to act want the use, or threat of
use, of nuclear weapons to be banned even in response to
the use of nuclear weapons by others. In principle, this
would ehminate nuclear deterrence and leave states which
abide by international law with no theory as to how they
would respond to nuclear attack.

What ought the Court to do? In an amicru brief sent to
the Coufi, the Federation of American Scientists, founded
by World WM H atofic scientists in the Manhattan Project,
hm urged it to consider the merits of the following Declwa-
tory Proposition:

“The use of any weapons of mass destruction such as
cheticaf, biological or nuclear weapons is, and ought to be
declared, illegal under international law.”

This has the high rhetoric md strong position that most
of the world wmts. And it justly stigmatizes nuclear weap-
ons by linklng them to biological and chemical weapons
whose use is already illegal under international law.

Resemation States Could Accept It

Certain “resematimr” states could accept the Declara-
tory Proposition with the plausible and tradhional under-
starrdlng that violators of a rule of international law ought
not be able to rely upon their victim’s compliance. Thus,
nuclem deterrence of nuclear attack would be presemed.

And, because the rule refers to all of the weapons of
mass destmctimr, a violator of any pat of it (such as Iraqis
using biological or cheticd weapons) could not be assured
that the United States would forgo the use of even nuclem
weapons. This approach would not preclude Secretary
James Baker’s successful, if ambiguous, threat against the
fraqis of Jan. 9,1991. The Iraqis now admit that they cmr-
sidered it a nuclear threat and would otherwise have used
such weapons against Saudi Arabia and Israel.

If it h~ dl these loopholes, what substantive, and non-
rhetorical, effect would the Declaratory Proposition have?
The answer is that it would declare illegal the use of nu-
clear weapons against conventional attack.

me traditional threat of NATO against the former So-
viet Union is now obsolete--unsupported by public opinion

in the states at issue or by strategic requirements of their
military advisers.

But it is precisely the votes of these NATO states and
Russia that prevent current General Assembly resolutions
from passing with that large consensus which the fomatimr
of international law requires.

Accordingly, the court has the opportunity, with the
Declarato~ Proposition, of ruling against an anachronistic
threat of use of nuclear weapons--while declaring the use
of dl weapons of mass destrnctimr to be illegal under inter-
national law,

The Federation of American Scientists, now 50 years
old, has been struggling to prevent the further use of nu-
clea weapons since its founders invented the atomic bomb,
We are, so to spe&, specialists in the difficult political and
technical questions of what the market will bear in this
field. Having worked on this subject longer than any other
civic organization, and feeling a moral right to advise the
Court, we have dared to put our two bits into these august
proceedings.

One thing is very clear about today’s world. All states
have a vital interest in stigmatizing and opposing weapons
of mass destruction,

--J.J.S.

(Published in the International Herald Tribune of
October 31, 1995)

Judges preparing for hearings at the International Court
of Justice.

From left to right: Rosalyrr Higgins (UK), Christopher
Weeramantry (Sri Lanka), Carl-August Fleishhauer
(Germany), Vice President of the Court Stephen M.
Schwebel (US), President of the Court Mohammed

Bedjaoui (Algeria). (Eight judges not shown)
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A Court Ruting Against Nuclear Weapons?
(The Legal Case for the Declaratory Proposition)

Neither the anti-nuclear States nor the nuclear-weapon
States contesting at the International Court of Justice hear-
ings on the legality of the use of nuclear weapons will
describe to the World Court the obscure nuclear doctrine it
needs to know.

But this doctrine, the Negative Security Assurance,
shows that “State practice” does not support the irrtmduc-
timr of nuclear weapons into conventional hostilities and
hence that the Court could declare such action illegal under
international law.

Nuclear States vs. Non-Nuclear States

The U.S., Great Britain, France and Russia have under-
taken, in p~allel negative security assurances, not to use
nuclear weapons against dl but three non-nuclear States so
long as these States do not attack in “alliance or associa-
tion” with a nuclem State. (The three significant rim-n-
uclear States not covered, because they refuse to sign the
Non-Proliferation Treaty, are India, Israel and Ptilstan.)

The fifth nuclear power, China, for its part, has under-
taken never to use nuclear weapons first against any State.

This loophole for attacks in conjunction with nuclear
powers, designed originally to deter Noflh Korea from in-
vading South Korea, is now anachronistic since Pyong-
yarrg’s aggression would no longer be backed by China or
Russia. Nor are the other States of concern to the U. S---
Ubya, fraa or fraq--going to wage attacks on U.S. forces in
association with a nuclem power.

And what non-nuclear States are going to attack Great
Britain, France or Russia, in association with a nuclear
State?

Nuclear States vs. Nuclear States

Are the five avowed nuclear powers seriously
threatening to introduce nuclear weapons into conventional
hostihties with each other? They are not.

The case of NATO vs. Soviet Union m the only coun-
ter example. But the Soviet Union having become a nmr-
cmrmmnist Russia, and its conventional superiority having
treed into conventional impotence, NATO defense minis-
ters, if inked to testify, would spmk a firestom of criticism,
if they asserted publicly that nuclear first-use was still a
necesswy doctiine,

And could Russia really fear overwhelming conven-
tional attack by China in the Far East? These are just wild
speculations.

Unavowed Nuclear-Capable States

Israel, Pakistan or India might, in ex~emis, introduce

nuclear weapons into conventional hostilities but none dare
proclaim this right--indeed, none dare to admit publicly
that it W nuclear weapons or latent nuclew “capability”.
(And while they are not covered by the Negative Security
Assumces, none of them can credibly fear first-use of nu-
clear weapons against them by a nuclear power.)

In sum, of the 17,955 pairs of States that 190 States can
generate, the threat of first-use of nuclear weapons in con-
ventional hostilities applies, in today’s world, to no more
than a half-dozen hypotheticrd and very extreme cases.

The Growing Sense of State Obligation

Thedesuetude into which the threat of first-use of nu-
clea weapons has faflen is of great importance. Combined
with a sense of State obligation (~lrrio Juris), international
Iawyers will tell YOU,this favorable State practice can be
consmed as customary law. Accordingly, the Court could
declare that such law exists in the Advisory Opinion re-
quested by the General Assembly of the United Nations.

Since the laws of war are in pm a function of “the dic-
tates of the public conscience”, this sense of State obfiga-
tiorr can be seen all about us. The trend of decisions on
weapons of mass destruction has been clear--in the evolv-
ing law concerning inhumane weapons; in the ever tighter
constrictions on use and possession of chemical and bio-
logical weapons; and in the periodic votes in the General
Assembly that, by large majorities, condemn the use of
nuclear weapons.

Meanwhile, under the Non-Proliferation Treaty’s Arti-
cle W, the nuclear States undertook the legal obligation to
rid themselves of possession of nuclear weapons through
dlsmaruent--precisely to prevent such use.

The purpose of the rare first-use reservations by nu-
clear States is understandable--to deter fife-or-death threats
to States. The related doctrines we obscure precisely be-
cause States fear, in this climate of pubhc opinion, even to
enunciate this threat.

We are, therefore, that close to a world in which no
State can pemit itself to introduce nuclear weapons into
conventiorrd hostihties. Accordingly, it is well within the
mandate of the Court to proclaim that “The use of any
weapons of mass desmction such as chemical, biological
or nuclear weapons is, and ought to be declared, illegal
under international law.” In this day and age, only those
who violate this Declaratory Proposition need fe= a nrr-
clear response.

---J.J.S.

(International Herald Tribune, November 13, 1995.)
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Court Processes May Keep Nuclear Weapons Legal
(A Call on the Court to Broaden its Processes)

The International Coufl of Justice in the Ha=qe, the
world’s highest court, may fail to detemrine, in just
cmrciuded proceedings, that the introduction of nuclew
weapons into conventional hostilities is as unlawful as the
introduction of biological and chemical weapons simply
&cause the Coti’s traditional processes are insufficiently
robust to suppofi a conclusion that is obvious to 85q0 of
world states, and virtually every person on the Planet.

Arry such unresponsive World Court Advisory Opinion
to the UN. General Assembly would shelter behind the
technical and jurisdlctimral issues raised by nuclea
powers. But the real problem would lie in the Court’s
traditional sole reliance on pleadings from interested
parties--as opposed to testimony or evidence frOm
ti]nterested paties.

Court processes me assuming that truth will be the
resolvent ofpleadings ofabout25 states, none of which has
an interest in providing the truth per se, and with little
Court time for oral intemogatimr. It is assumed that a
calculus of legal inte~retations can go forw=d indepen-
dently of facts unsupplied by the pmties.

Parties Have No Interest in Providing Facts

But about two-thirds of these pmties ~e kying to
persuade the Cow to overthrow the cument world security
system by pronouncing even retaliatory use of nuclew
weapons to beunlawfrd. Meawhile, the nuclear powers
simply explain whythe Court should butt out. Soa lot of
facts ~e being left out by both sets of pwies who spend
most of the time, in any case, on legal agumentatimr.

How then can the Judges generate the necessay factual
confidence to support a sustained substantive consensus?

The Russians have a proverb that, mrfirst visitinga
foreign land, the “eyes open” but it is only on the second
visit that the visitors “see”. As the Coufi views the un-
emhly temain of nuclear smategy, it may need to organize
a second look,

Under &ticle 50 of the Cmut’s Statute, the Court may
“at any time, entrust any individuals, body, bureau,
commission, or other organization that it may select, with
the task ofcmying out anenquiry orgivinganexpeti
opinion.” Tbusfar, inahdf-cent~, ithasnever done so.

But at theend of its scheduled pleadings, in mid.
November, the President of the Coufi could solicit from
the Members of the Court, and compile, a list of those
evidenti~ points which the Judges feel are insufficiently
suppofied by pleadings to pemit a considered opinion,
Selected individuds, organizations, and States could then
be invited to comment on them.

British citizens protest in front of the Peace Palace

For exampIe, the U.S. and France have agued that the
issue cmnot be decided “without reference to the specific
circumstances under which any use of nuclem weapons
would be cmrtemplate&. Experts could help the Coufi
understand the first-use doctine of these States.

Nuclear powers md their allies argue that a Court opin-
ion could undemine cument disarmament negotiations or
nucle~ detemence itself, Which, if any, Court decisions
would do this is something expefis could address.

Expefis could also address the policies of nrrcle=-capa.
bie states (India, Ismel and Pakistan) and the Court’s ques-
tions cmdd be sent to them as well. Traditionally, the
Cow has fe~ed being inundated by briefs from interested
p~ies. But this process distills essential questions from
felt judicial needs.

Court opinions must be rooted in facts to secure the
broad public acceptance that international law requires.
Accordingly, in a case that arguably involves the fate of
mankind, the Coufi should invite the outside evidence and
orientation that it can not help but need,

---J.J,S.

British delegation prepares to plead in Powdered Wigs
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No Such Thing As A Limited Nuclear War
(U.K. and U.S. Try to M]slead the Court)

It is especially hard today to conceive of a scentio in
which an announced nuclear power, i.e., U. S., France,
Britin, China or Russia, would initiate the use of nucle=
weapons.

None of them anticipate any attack on itself, or on its
alfies, that cmrld not be better handled with conventional
weapons.

The outcry against French - suggests how much
greater an outcry there would be against any nuclear
power’s m of nuclear weapons. Political common sense,
and a sense of State obligation in the face of popular
homor, now roles out the initiation of the use of nrrclem
weapons in conventional hostilities.

Issue is Nnclear War, Not Nuclear Use

In pmticular, for nuclear powers, having announced
through negative security assurances that they will not
attack the nm-nnclear States, the issue of first nse turns
on the use of nnclear weapons against another nuclea
power.

No matter what the circumstances, or what the size of
the nuclea weapons, such an attack could only be ex-
pected to produce a nuclear response from the other
nuclear power, albeit perhaps a response in klrrd or a
limited response.

Extensive studies in the 1950s and 1960s on the
NATO-Soviet situation asked if a limited first-use of
nuclew weapons might give rise, at least in some cases, to
a “limited nuclear WU”.

The answer of the community of smategists and arms
controllers, after the spilling of much ink, was “no”. A
consensus of experts concluded that there was no “fire-
brea~ in wtiae between two nuclear powers save the
chasm between conventional and nuclear war.

The Fallacy of the Last Move

British md American representatives, at the proceed-
ings of the International Court of Justice on the illegality
of use of nuclea weapons, both committed the infamous
“fallacy of the last move’’--misleading the Court by dis-
cussing “specific circumstances” and “sizes” of nucle~
weapons as if this--rather than inevitable nuclea
escalation--was the issue.

In particul=, first-use of nuclem weapons, for tbe an-
nounced nuclear powers, will m be a decision of techni-
cims weighing size and circumstances of tactical military
needs, but rather one made by Presidents facing the pros-
pect of destruction of their own States within the next 24

American delegates 1 to r: Conrad K. Harper and
Michael J. Matheson (State), John H. McNeill (DoD).

hours as a result of their own acts.
Non-governmental organization (NGO) tiafters of the

question put by the General Assembly to the Coufi tried
to elicit the answer that U uses of nuclear weapons were
illegal by asklrrg whether “any” use was legal.

Thus mti-nuclear States talk in general terms because
they want this extieme result. And thts permits the nu-
clear States, in turn, to talk in general terms of “deter-
rence”.

But if one had deemed “first use” of nuclear weapons
to be the issue ripe for adjudication, the attention of the
Court would have been drawn to a narrower and politi-
cally more realistic question.

In the end, the morality of first-use, and hence its
legality, must turn in large pzt on its consequences.

First Use Means Nuclear Escalation

If first-use is bound to produce nuclear escalation,
then its morality is the morality of a threatened murder-
suicide pact. Indeed, the nemmrsness in Western Europe
during the Cold War over the NATO policy of first-use of
tactical nuclea weapons was based on the popular percep-
tion that it was just such a pact--an accident prone way of
threatening to destroy Europe in order to save it.

hdeed, the first-use of nuclear weapons is likely to be
more counteqroductive than the first-use of chemical or
biological weapons because it is more dangerous.

The nuclear States, in their tivocacy before the Coufi,
play on the popular assumption that a State has a right to
do mything it wmts in its own defense. But international
law, arising from international legal conventions, binds
States not to use chemical or biological weapons even
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were they to be overwhelmed by conventional forces. And perhaps the single best justification of what the,
If so, why cannot international law, arising from anti-nuclear States, and the NGOS that hack them, are

Customary law principles, bind States from initiating the Wing to do is to destroy that veil; a world debate over the
use of W weapons under any and all circumstances? legality of the use of nuclear weapons is both moral and
In particular, if one accepts escalation as inevitable, the useful.
question tises whether genocide--or the tkeat, with all its But the cument debate, such as it is, is badly undcr-
risks, of detonation of a so-called doomsday machine-- mined by the extmvagarrt fom of the question being posed.
could be justified in self-defense. me anti-nuclex States have seized on the most forbidding

temtin for their battle--that of banning deterrence, secmrd-

The Veil Of Silence strikes, and nuclear retaliatimr.
Had they chosen to attack “first-use” of nuclem weap-

Psychlatists sometimes tik of “le&age’’--the moment mrs, it would have been seen by press and public as sufti-

when a patient lets slip a comment more revealing than an ciently realistic to be worth covering. Indeed, although

hour of denial and assofied evasions. When the British States pleading before the Coufl are treating first-use as a

delegation advised the COW that the international commu- minor issue, one can prove otherwise with mathematical

nity had “sensibly elected to draw a veil of constructive precision. How? By observing that so long as there is no

silence” over the issue of the legality of nucle~ weapons, W nucle= use, there will be no nuclear uses at all!

that was leakage. ---J.J.S.

Divide the Question Rather Than the Court
(Troths No State Dared to Plead)

When the General Assembly of the United Nations
asked the World Cowt to deliver an Advisory Opinion on
a single question, it asked, in fact, four questions. The
question was:

“Is the tieat or use of nuclea weapons in any circum-
stance pernritted under international law~

~]s question, cle~ly, is two different double questions:
A. (Fret-Use): “Is it is penrritted under international law

to irrtmduce, or threaten to inkrrduce, nuclem weapons into
conventional hostilities?’

B. (Secmrd-Use): “Is it permitted, under international

law, to retafiate with nuclear weapons against nucle~
attack (or the attack with other weapons of mass destruc-
tion), or to theaten to do SOT’

Since so many world citizens are informed by their

corrrmon sense, any international legal consensus is pre-
cluded from conclusions fiat ae inconsistent with commr
sense. Accordingly, putting aside the question of what
cmrstimtes international law on these questions, what me
the answers in common sense’?

Question A: Mrst-use

Thefimtquestion is easy to mswer. With regad to use,
Defense ministries we not seriously planning, in this era,
to irrtmduce nuclea weapons into conventional hostilities.
And their Governments ~e giving out negative security
asswances to nmr-nuclem states to foreclose such options
precisely because--for pofitical remmrs, and to forestall the
protifemtion of weapons of m=s destmctimr--they consider

that the World will be safer if they do not try to keep such
unreal options open,

And with regmd to nuclear states, Governments with
nuclem weapons ae justly afraid to introduce rmclea
weapons into conventional conflicts for fear of escalation.
In a visit to Beijing, for example, Russiarr Resident Yeltsin
advised the Chinese Government that his Government
would reciprocate, vis-a-vis China, its no-first-use
declmatimr--despite the unease of the Russian Ministry of
Defense about the Far-East.

Moreover, if Governments see good political remmrs not
to N nuclear weapons “first”, and to foreclose those
options, they we certainly not in the first-use-~ greatening
business--so this part of the question is answered as well.

In sum, in commr sense at least, there appe~s to be no
compelling reason why the Court should not respond to
this half of the four-headed question posed by the General
Assembly. The Court need only tke note of State practice
while fabricating this State practice into some kind of
custom~ law--as recommended by the FAS Declamatory
Proposition,

Question B: Retaiiato~ Use

Question B is more comphcated, Consider the threat to
rettilate for the use of nuclem weapons with nucleu weap.
ens. This “deterrent” threat kills no one directly, affects
the environment directly in no way and could, arguably,
trsefilly persuade those who possess nuclear weapons @
to use them--a clea benefit certainly.
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Can a threat of this kind with such a useful benefit be
unlawful? For exmple, shooting at a man is “against” the
law but a heat to shoot back if shot upon is nomally ~.
In the mortihy of Quaken ad Amish and pacifists world-
wide, thlsthreat wmddbeimmoral. But formosthrrman
tradhions, it is just common sense.

What about thec~ing outofthis threat? Here the
situation indifferent. Whatmight bemorally plausible to
ttieaten could be immoral to implement.

Cefitinly, the implementation of a ttieat to retafiate for
attacks on U.S. cities with attacks on Russian cities would
seem a great wrong for many reasons.

But, once fired upon, or even given unequivocal indica-
tions that it was about to be fired upon, U.S. attacks on
Russian missiles and submarine bases might be morally
acceptable if made in effofi to suppress an attack underway
from continuing or as an effofi to teminate the war.

Accordingly, the Coufi is being asked under Question
B to assert that there is’’no’’ justifiable tbeator use of
nuclew weapons when, in common sense, there is.

Thus the compelling retiorr for the Couti to avoid saying
“no’’toQuestionB is that itcorrld not be sustained even
in common sense much less in law.

And the common-sense reason to avoid saying “yes” to
Question B is that, while it while it would be literally tree,
it would undemrine the desirable world-wide campaign to
stigmatize, arrd dlscoumge the use of, nuclear weapons and
to encourage negotiated rfismament.

The Cmrfi D]lemma Has A Unique Answer

What then ae the parameters of any useful Coufi opin-
ion? To answer what cm be answered, it should answer
Question A. But to cmrforrn to the troth, while maintaining
respect for the opinion of marrkind, it should avoid answer-
ing Question B.

The problem is that the roles under which the Coufi acts

* it tO ~swer the questiOn pOsed tO it--which in-
cludes questions A and B.

Herein fies the genius of the FAS Declaratory Prop-
osition which answers Question A--while seeming to
mswer both Question A and B. And it does so in a way
that pemits those who know the truth about Question B
to inte~ret the Court’s answer in an acceptable way.

From tils point of view, the FAS Declwatory Prop-
osition is not an “invention” but a “d]scove~”, i.e. some-
thing that aheady exists in fintellectmd) nature. Moreover,
it seems uniquely defined by the above pmameters, i.e.
what else could the Cmrfi say that does all of the above?

Of course, other ku ically equivale~ formulations can
be found to the FAS Proposition such as “no-first-use of
weapons of mass destmctimr”. But such a fomnlatimr is
too explicit to fit the demmd of the Coufi for augustly-

fomulated propositions--propositions that can command
the respect of mankind.

As a solution to the Coufl’s problem, the FAS Decl~a-
to~ Pmpositimr is, in fact, over detemined, as mathemati-
cians say, because it fits other side condhimrs as well.

In particulw, my fomulatirm of the Coufi must, as the
FAS proposition does, &eat nuclea weapons as a member
of the class of weapons of mass destmction. This is what
the New Zahurd delegation mearrt when it stid that, should
mother such weapon be found, it would “automatically fall
within the ambit of prohibitions under existing interna-
tional custom~ law...”.

And, needless to say, only when nuclear weapons me
seen m pm of ti]s class, akeady dealt with in conventions
on chemical and biological use, can Judges find the &end
of decision md laws necess~ to a useful pronouncement.

Weakness of the Pleading Process

The wetiess oftfre “pleadlng-process” has never been
so cle= as it is in the transcripts of the two-dozen States

appearing before the World Court. Hwdly a State has
bothered to distinguish these two questions. And in the
resulting impossible effort to answer both A and B
together, States bemuse themselves while confusing the
Court..

Avoiding A Division of the Court

To commmd the respect nwessq to ded with an issue
tils sensitive, the Cow should protwt itself by mfirrg with
as much unanimity as possible. This is the real meauing
of the tacit tkeats made by the U.S. and U.K. delegations
when they said this case threatened the “integrity” of the
court.

The FAS Declarato~ Proposition invites the Court to
join in a single approach even if it is viewed by different
Judges in somewhat different ways. For the Court, this
may be its most important aspect. ---J.J.S.

World Court Project oflcials hold press conference.
Lefi to right: A.H.J. van den Biesen and Peter Weiss.
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Who’s A Friend of the Court?

According to the New York Times ~’World Court
Weighs hg~hy of Atomic W&, November 20, 1995), the
orgarrizers of the campaiga to secure an Advisory Opinion
from the Intemationd Court of Justice on the legality of
the use of nrrclea weapons do not redly care how the Court
rules.

“It’s a win-win situation”, they say:”If the court says
nuclear weapons m not illegal, there will be a tremendous
push from non-nuclear states for a convention banning
them. If the court says the weapons are illegal, many states
will igrrore the ruhng, which would lead to perhaps an even
greater effort to force the adoption of a convention.”

How must the Judges on the Court view this stunning
equanimity from the activists who we putting the Court
through the wringer? As the Judges wrestle to fulfill their
function, while developing their Court’s standing, they
how that hard cases can not only make bad law, they can
undermine institutions.

A ‘Yailed ti]cus” sees in the “win-win” approach the
red mmon why some campai~ organizers are indifferent,
or worse, to the advarrtages of his Declaratory Preposition.
They w a polaized situation. He tells them that his
Declmtory Proposition is “the best that they can get from
a divided co~”. He says m unexceptional statement with
the possibility of nuclear state “reservations” could satisfy
all concerned. But some organizers ~e not so naive; ~
broadly acceptable ~sult could turn their “win-win” situa-
tion into a loss--arrd a win only for the Cmrfi!

---J.J.S.

Einstein Misled on International Law

~kfi Elnsteti is M]ng misquoted in cefiain circles

as having said “Intematimrd law exists only in
textbooks on international law”,

This incident arose from a late 1940s conversation
between Einstein and Ashley Montagu, m English-
bom Princeton University anthropologist md social
biologist on a film that Montagu wm making on atomic
energy for our own Federation of American Scientists.

In a forthcoming book “Einstein: A Life” ( John
Wiley, May, 1996 ) , Dennis Briarr described the
incident

Montagu: “At the first meeting we’d got on to the
question of what does one do in addition to making
such films about getting people interested in seeing that
nuclem energy isn’t misused? And I asked, ‘What do
YOUthink?’ And he said ‘International Law’.

I said, ‘Professor Einstein, international law exists
only in textbooks on international law’,

Einstein exclaimed that that was really an mrtra-
geous remmk, then took the pipe out of his mouth and
:hmrght for several minutes. He finally said, almost
mournfully, ‘you’re quite right’. Montagu then told
lim that of all the treaties that had ever been signed
]etween nations every one had been broken with the
;xception of the one establishing the borders between
Danada md the United States.”

One Iegd schrd~ obsewd “Einstein was right the
‘irst time: Montagu’s remark was outrageous md

gnorant. His statement about treaties manifests
Ippalling illiteracy”.

What is Extended Deterrence?

It is d]fflcrdt for young Westerners, much less for citi-
zens of non-Western States, to understmd the NATO states
emphasis on nuclear weapons,

At frst, when battlefield nuclear weapons were devel-
oped, they were mshed into Western Europe to be used as
tools for wa-fighting if the feared Soviet conventional
invasion materialized.

Wittin a few years, even the proponents of this strategy
recognized that the use of the tactical nuclear weapons
would escalate rapidly; they really were functioning, all
agreed, as a “trip-wire” to ensure the use of the strategic
weapons to which tactical use would rapidly escalate.

Rather thm adtit a mistake, there was a strategic effort

to turn a sows ear ~escalatimr”) into a silk purse (“deter-
rence of invasion”).

It wm rmognized that the desired “deterrence of inva-
sion” was quite a different animal than the run-of-the-mill
nuclear deterrence of attack upon ones own State. Such
~second-strike”) nuclem deterrence was quite credible by
its nature.

What was hard was persuading diabolic attackers--in
the Pentagon, dl worst-case attackers are diabohc--that one
would really use _ nuclear weapons, thus risking
ones own state, in the face of an attack that was only on
ones allies abroad. ~Is kind of deterrence of conventional

(continued on page 10)
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(Continuedfrom page 9)
invasion abroad by threat of use of nuclew weapons was
cafled by its inventor, Hemran ~n, “extended detemence”
to dlstingrrish it from detemence.

To m~e extended detemence credible, one had to make
it automatic. To make it automatic, the tactical nuclea
weapons had to be deployd in such a way as to ensure that
the escalation to stategic nuclea weapons could not be
avoided.

Even today, with battlefield tactical nuclem weapons
being withdrawn, the justification for NATOS nuclem-
med aircraft based in Gemany is, precisely, to provide
this “tip-wire’’--asswing the Germans that they could not
be abandoned to their fate.

In effect, NATO rigged Western Europe into a dooms-
day machine, primed to go off in the event of an invasim--
md cafled it a wmrdous “extended detement”. The threat
is gone but the tip-wire remains--the danger having been
vastly reduced by the absence of any force with which to
“trip” the wire.

hr my opinion, the situation has reached such a point of
absurdity, and unnecessity that, even if the Coufl’s Advi-
sory Opinion were taken as an enforceable writ, to be
complied with instantly, the NATO Governments, and
NATO public opinion, could live with it.

These States have now a ~eater interest in the stigma-
tizing of weapons of mass destmctim--so as to prevent
temorism and proliferation--than they have in continuing
to implement machonistic theories of extended deterrence
against non-existent enemies. And, indeed, this observa-
tion should be pat of any such Advisory Opinion.

Indeed, at least in Ametica, the conservatives who
would be outraged at an Advisory Opinion questioning
nuclea retaliation would be sanguine about opinions
questioning a mbe goldberg machine that makes America
hostage to European tumoil.

---J.J.S.

FAS Holds Climate Change Conference With
World Bank

On the weekend of December 8-10, FAS hosted a
two-day retreat for 40 distinguished scientists and
World Bank employees to discuss the issue: “Should
World Bank decision-making on lending for projects

that would result in the emission of greenhouse gases
reflect the global damage which such emissions might
cause?’. Testimony was collected on related issues.

The Bank co-sponsored the meeting and its
delegation was led by Vice Presidentfor Environment
and Sustainable Development, Ismail Serageldin. The
next issue of the FAS PIR will summtize the
proceedings.

1979 FAS Amicus Brief was Initially Effective

In 1979, the U.S. Government moved for “prior
restint” of the publication by fiogressive Magazine of
the secret of the H-bomb. To avoid the first such prior
restrtint order on the press in U.S. history FAS
proposed, in au tilcus Brief, a mediating committee of
editors and scientists. The Judge asked the patiies to

a= arrd the Government did so. But the editor of the
publication resisted the initial agreement of his Bored
and so the prior res~aint order was issued. The case
W= later mooted when the secret was found on the shelf
of a public library in Los Alamos.

Amicus Briefs & The World Court

According to specialists on the International Coufl of
Justice, the Court has, only once in its half-century exis-
tence, solicited an amicus brief and this one was never
supplied.

Under a procedure invented by the existing registrar,
Sr. Educardo Valencia-Ospina, unsolicited amicus briefs
normally get a polite letter advising them that the brief
cannot be submitted into the record of the Court but that
they will be “available to members of the court in their
librwy”.

Accordingly, when the FAS Amicus Btief tived, FAS
was advised, infomally, that it would be unfair to inter-
ested groups that had eadier asked to be invited to provide
such a brief if the FAS amicus brief were insefled in the
record.

When, on October 31, the International Herald Tri-

bune ctied the summq of the Amicus Brief (printed on
page 3), the Coti, feting a deluge of tilcus Bfiefs, wrote
to the Tribune explaining its position--which letter ap-
pewed on November 15--noting that “all such documents
are given consistent treatment”.

Later, the Costa Rican advocate caused a related stir
by inserting for the record, in his pleadings, a letter the
Crmfi had received from the International Red Cross. The
Court, one observer suggested, saw this as an end-run of
its effofis to keep micus briefs, and unsolicited letters, out
of its fomal proceedings. Accordingly, although the Costa
Rica advocate had refereed to the FAS Declwato~ Prepos-
ition in his presentation without citation of the bfief, the
Federation dlscmrraged him from submitting the brief for
the record retroactively or even amending his remarks to
“cite” the amicus brief.

frr sum, FAS has lemed that it is better to publish than
to send the Court an unsolicited Amicus Brief. ---J.J.S.
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Richard Garwin’s Dissent

Whatfollows are the substantive paragraphs of a letter

Dr. Gamin sent to the World Court opposing the

Executive Committee Amicus Brief on the Declrrrato~
Proposition.

“It seems Ekely to me that nuclea weapons ze in quite
a different category, legally, from chemical weapons and
biological weapons. For BW (and Toxin Weapons) there
is the “Biological Weapons Convention on the prohibition
of the development, production md stockpiling of BW and

Toxin Weapons md on their destmction.” This Convention
that was signed be the United States April 10, 1972, and
entered into force Mach 26, 1975. The Chemical Weapon
Convention is well on its way to being signed, ratified, and
implemented. Neither of these pemits the use of BW or

CW in ~tdiatimr, since they b~ the possession of BW and
Cw.

I hope that the BWC md CWC will soon be universalized,
in the sense that almost all nations will sign these Cmrven-
tions, freely entered into, and those that do not will be
reg~ded as seriously outside the community of nations.

So a Declmato~ Preposition that ‘the use of any weapons
of mms destruction such as chenrical, biological or nuclear
weapons is, md ought to be declaed, illegal under interna-
hond law” is too weak a statement m regurds BW md CW.
Itisastepbackwwd. Itignores the factthat thenationsof

the world themselves, through their governmental pro-
cesses, will have made the stronger judgement that not only

the use but the possession of such weapons is illegal,
The 1991 report of the Committee on International

Security and ks Control of the National Academy of
Sciences concludes “that the principal objective of U.S.
nuclea pohcy should be to svengthen the emerging politi-
cal consensus that nuclear weapons should seine no puqose

beyond detemence of, andpossible response to, nucle~
attack by others.” ~. Stmret&es thlsposition into account
by msufing that some states would accept the Decl~atory
Bopositimr asmeaning mrly ’’nofirst use,” Butthe same
analysis wmrldthendlow those states (or others) to make
the sae ~gument about response to the use of BW or CW
by others. For the World Cow to adopt such a declaratory
proposition, it seems to me, trivializes the work of nations
in amiving at such treaties.

It seems to me that the proposed DecluratoV Proposition

would result in reduced respect for intematimrd law, rather
than the strengthening of international law that is an
important cument goal.”

---Richmd L. Gawin

(Invited to citify whether he supponed a policy of no-first-
use, ~. Gwin said he “favored a U.S. policy of no-first-
use of nuclem weapons though not an agreement between

States on no-first-use.” But he said “...to ban ‘use’ of
nuclea weapons when the intent is to authorize use under

certain circumstances would not increase respect for
law..,,So I think that the Intematiomd Cmrm of Justice might

instead declae illegal the first use of nuclew weapons by
any State.”)

Stone responds:

The G-in letter to the Cmrrt ems in logic md grammar,
common-sense md law. In logic and gmmma, the Declam-
atory Proposition reference to three weapons as all being
weapons of mass destmctimr whose use is, or ought to be,
barred does m deny that even more restrictions apply to
two of these weapons in signed conventions! Moreover,
in common sense, one cm depend on the COW to mnke this

clea since they will be quoting just such existing cmrven.
timrs. Indeed, in law, an Advisory Opinion of the World
Court could not, in fact, reverse such conventions.

Nor could States take the same (first-use) reservation
with regard to chemical or biological weapons as nuclea
states might t~e on nuclew weapons, as the letter alleges,
since, in tiIs regmd, they tie bound by signed conventions!
And since the Dmlamtory Proposition would universalize
and institutionalize no-first-use of nuclear weapons, it
would appea to be a geat step m. From the Cmrfi’s

point of view, this is a tempest in m tielevunt yammatical
teapot.

The red issue, not to be lost sight of, is that FAS urged
the Court to adopt a position amounting to “no-first-use”
of nuclear weapons when virtually alI States pleading
wanted “al~ or “nothing” outcomes.

A letter, too long to include, suppofiing these conclusions
with the special expertise of an international lawyer, by

Professor Bum H. Weston, Associate Dem of International
and Comp~ative Legal Studies at the University of Iowa,
is available from FAS, It says in patiicular,

“While your Declamatory Proposition pkase...cmrld be
read to mea that chemical und biological weapons ae not
&eady banned (or about to be banned), obviously that is
not your intention...a close grmnmaticd reading makes clew
that the Declaratory Proposition means for the totahty of
weapons of mass destmctimr to be decIared illegal [in use;

ed. note] _ the chemical and biological weapons.
Tfms, in my view, your Declwatory Proposition not only
does not trivialize the Veaty work of nations or reduce
respect for international law, it reinforces and extends
each.”

---J.J.S
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FAS Atomic Scientists’ Appeal Getting Undeway

The Federation of American Scientists is collecting
signatures on an appeal (see September-October, 1995 PR)
that originated with a letter from Dr. Hans Bethe to the
Federation of American Scientists calfing on:

“all scientists in all countries to cease and desist from
work creating, developing, improving, and manufacturing
finher nuclear weapons--and, for that matter, other weapons
of potential mass des~ction such as chemical md biologi-
cal weapons”.

me drtilrrg of the appeal (viz. “further” nuclear weap-
ons), md its intention, was not to interfere with work whose
purpose was to ensure the safety and sustainability of the
existing stockpile of nucle~ weapons rather thm to develop
new weapons.

The Council of the Federation of Arrrericm Scientists has

approved tbe Atomic Scientists’ Petition, and in J“IY, at
FAS’S request, the Council of the Wgwash Conference on
Science and Public Affairs, which recently received the
Nobel Peace Wlze, also supported the Petition.

Myou ae professionally involved in related work and cm
endorse this petition, please put your signature on this page
and return it to the Federation of American Scientists with
any comments.

We are equally interestd in heting Oreviews of any who
cannot agree with a view to stirring a debate over this
important issue. If then you are willing to be quoted on
your adverse opinion, do please register it also.

P1ease send all completed forms tw
“Scientists’ Appealn, FAS
307 Massachusetts Avenue, NE
Washington, N 20002

FAS PUBLIC INTEREST REPORT (202) 546-3300
307 Mass. Ave., N.E., Wasbngton, DC. 20002

Return Postage Guaranteed
JanuaryFebruary1996, Volume 49, No.1

Atomic Scientists’ Appeal
(Please Circulate)

[ _agree (_donotagree) to:
“cease and desist from work creating, developing,
improving, and manufacturing further nuclear weapons
mdor other weapons of potential mass destruction such
as chemical and biological weapons”.

I have these comments which YOUmay quote:

Signature

Print Name:

Address:

Position and Profession:


